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Pavement Engineering
Gain a stronger foundation with optimal ground improvement Before you break
ground on a new structure, you need to analyze the structure of the ground. Expert
analysis and optimization of the geo-materials on your site can mean the
difference between a lasting structure and a school in a sinkhole. Sometimes
problematic geology is expected because of the location, but other times it's only
unearthed once construction has begun. You need to be able to quickly adapt your
project plan to include an improvement to unfavorable ground before the project
can safely continue. Principles and Practice of Ground Improvement is the only
comprehensive, up-to-date compendium of solutions to this critical aspect of civil
engineering. Dr. Jie Han, registered Professional Engineer and preeminent voice in
geotechnical engineering, is the ultimate guide to the methods and best practices
of ground improvement. Han walks you through various ground improvement
solutions and provides theoretical and practical advice for determining which
technique fits each situation. Follow examples to find solutions to complex
problems Complete homework problems to tackle issues that present themselves
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in the field Study design procedures for each technique to simplify field
implementation Brush up on modern ground improvement technologies to keep
abreast of all available options Principles and Practice of Ground Improvement can
be used as a textbook, and includes Powerpoint slides for instructors. It's also a
handy field reference for contractors and installers who actually implement plans.
There are many ground improvement solutions out there, but there is no single
right answer to every situation. Principles and Practice of Ground Improvement will
give you the information you need to analyze the problem, then design and
implement the best possible solution.

Soil Mechanics
Established as a standard textbook for students of geotechnical engineering, this
second edition of Geotechnical Engineering provides a solid grounding in the
mechanics of soils and soil-structure interaction. Renato Lancellotta gives a clear
presentation of the fundamental principles of soil mechanics and demonstrates
how these principles are applied in practice to engineering problems and
geotechnical design. This is supported by numerous examples with worked
solutions, clear summaries and extensive further reading lists throughout the book.
Thorough coverage is given to all classic soil mechanics topics such as boundary
value problems and serviceability of structures and to topics which are often
missed out of other books or covered more briefly including the principles of
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continuum mechanics, Critical State Theory and innovative techniques such as
seismic methods. It is suitable for soil mechanics modules on undergraduate civil
engineering courses and for use as a core text for specialist graduate geotechnical
engineering students. It explores not only the basics but also several advanced
aspects of soil behaviour, and outlines principles which underpin more advanced
professional work therefore providing a useful reference work for practising
engineers. Readers gain a good grasp of applied mechanics, testing and
experimentation, and methods for observing real structures.

Principles and Practice of Engineering
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed
by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements
included with the product. Master the art and science of foundation engineering
This civil engineering textbook shows how geotechnical theory connects with the
design and construction of today’s foundations. Foundation Engineering:
Geotechnical Principles and Practical Applications shows how to perform critical
calculations, apply the newest ground modification technologies, engineer and
build effective foundations, and monitor performance and safety. Written by a
recognized expert in the field, the book covers both shallow and deep foundations.
Real-world case studies and practice problems help reinforce key information.
Coverage includes: • Soil classification, clay, and minerals • Moisture content and
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unit weight • Shear strength • Consolidation • Terzagi’s eureka moment • Shallow
foundations, stress distribution, and settlement • Flow nets, seepage, and
dewatering • Slope stability • Deep foundations • Ground modification • Retaining
walls and wall friction • Empirical tests • Field monitoring • Ethics and legal issues

Fundamentals of Geotechnical Engineering
The need for this book has arisen from demand for a current text from our students
in Petroleum Engineering at Imperial College and from post-experience Short
Course students. It is, however, hoped that the material will also be of more
general use to practising petroleum engineers and those wishing for aa
introduction into the specialist literature. The book is arranged to provide both
background and overview into many facets of petroleum engineering, particularly
as practised in the offshore environments of North West Europe. The material is
largely based on the authors' experience as teachers and consultants and is
supplemented by worked problems where they are believed to enhance
understanding. The authors would like to express their sincere thanks and
appreciation to all the people who have helped in the preparation of this book by
technical comment and discussion and by giving permission to reproduce material.
In particular we would like to thank our present colleagues and students at
Imperial College and at ERC Energy Resource Consultants Ltd. for their stimulating
company, Jill and Janel for typing seemingly endless manuscripts; Dan Smith at
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Graham and Trotman Ltd. for his perseverence and optimism; and Lesley and Joan
for believing that one day things would return to normality. John S. Archer and
Colin G. Wall 1986 ix Foreword Petroleum engineering has developed as an area of
study only over the present century. It now provides the technical basis for the
exploitation of petroleum fluids in subsurface sedimentary rock reservoirs.

Geotechnical Engineering
This book presents articles covering a wide spectrum of topics in geotechnical
engineering, including properties of soils, unsaturated soil mechanics, ground
improvement, liquefaction and seismic studies, soil-structure interaction and
stability analysis of man-made and natural slopes. The contributing authors are
renowned researchers in their respective fields, which include soft ground
improvement, seismic response of retaining structure using soil-structure
Interaction (SSI) principles, and unsaturated soils. Based on keynote addresses and
invited talks presented at the Indian Geotechnical Conference 2016, this book will
prove a valuable resource for practicing engineers and researchers in the field of
geotechnical engineering.

Offshore Geotechnical Engineering
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Geotechnical Engineering Calculations Manual offers geotechnical, civil and
structural engineers a concise, easy-to-understand approach the formulas and
calculation methods used in of soil and geotechnical engineering. A one stop guide
to the foundation design, pile foundation design, earth retaining structures, soil
stabilization techniques and computer software, this book places calculations for
almost all aspects of geotechnical engineering at your finger tips. In this book,
theories is explained in a nutshell and then the calculation is presented and solved
in an illustrated, step-by-step fashion. All calculations are provided in both fps and
SI units. The manual includes topics such as shallow foundations, deep
foundations, earth retaining structures, rock mechanics and tunnelling. In this
book, the author's done all the heavy number-crunching for you, so you get
instant, ready-to-apply data on activities such as: hard ground tunnelling, soft
ground tunnelling, reinforced earth retaining walls, geotechnical aspects of
wetland mitigation and geotechnical aspects of landfill design. • Easy-tounderstand approach the formulas and calculations • Covers calculations for
foundation,earthworks and/or pavement subgrades • Provides common codes for
working with computer software • All calculations are provided in both US and SI
units

Principles and Practice of Ground Improvement
Readers gain a valuable overview of soil properties and mechanics together with
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coverage of field practices and basic engineering procedures with Das and
Sobhan’s PRINCIPLES OF GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING, SI EDITION, 9E. This
introduction to geotechnical engineering forms an important foundation for future
civil engineers. This book provides critical background knowledge readers need to
support any advanced study in design as well as to prepare them for professional
practice. The authors ensure a practical and application-oriented approach to the
subject by incorporating a wealth of comprehensive discussions and detailed
explanations. Readers find more figures and worked-out problems than any other
book for the course to ensure understanding. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

The Foundation Engineering Handbook
A must have reference for any engineer involved with foundations, piers, and
retaining walls, this remarkably comprehensive volume illustrates soil
characteristic concepts with examples that detail a wealth of practical
considerations, It covers the latest developments in the design of drilled pier
foundations and mechanically stabilized earth retaining wall and explores a
pioneering approach for predicting the nonlinear behavior of laterally loaded long
vertical and batter piles. As complete and authoritative as any volume on the
subject, it discusses soil formation, index properties, and classification; soil
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permeability, seepage, and the effect of water on stress conditions; stresses due to
surface loads; soil compressibility and consolidation; and shear strength
characteristics of soils. While this book is a valuable teaching text for advanced
students, it is one that the practicing engineer will continually be taking off the
shelf long after school lets out. Just the quick reference it affords to a huge range
of tests and the appendices filled with essential data, makes it an essential
addition to an civil engineering library.

Geotechnical Engineering
Engineering Rock Mechanics Part II: Illustrative Worked Examples can be used as
an independent book or alternatively it complements an earlier publication called
Engineering Rock Mechanics: An Introduction to the Principles by the same
authors. It contains illustrative worked examples of engineering rock mechanics in
action as the subject applies to civil, mining, petroleum and environmental
engineering. The book covers the necessary understanding and the key techniques
supporting the rock engineering design of structural foundations, dams, rock
slopes, wellbores, tunnels, caverns, hydroelectric schemes and mines. There is a
question and worked answer presentation with the question and answer sets
collated into twenty chapters which match the subject matter of the first book.
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Soil Mechanics
Reliability-based design is the only engineering methodology currently available
which can ensure self-consistency in both physical and probabilistic terms. It is also
uniquely compatible with the theoretical basis underlying other disciplines such as
structural design. It is especially relevant as geotechnical design becomes subject
to increasing codification and to code harmonization across national boundaries
and material types. Already some codes of practice describe the principles and
requirements for safety, serviceability, and durability of structures in reliability
terms. This book presents practical computational methods in concrete steps that
can be followed by practitioners and students. It also provides geotechnical
examples illustrating reliability analysis and design. It aims to encourage
geotechnical engineers to apply reliability-based design in a realistic context that
recognises the complex variabilities in geomaterials and model uncertainties
arising from a profession steeped in empiricism. By focusing on learning through
computations and examples, this book serves as a valuable reference for
engineers and a resource for students.

Ground Engineering - Principles and Practices for Underground
Coal Mining
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Geotechnical Design and Practice
Design and Construction of Urban Stormwater Management
Systems
Intended as an introductory text in soil mechanics, the seventh edition of Das,
PRINCIPLES OF GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING offers an overview of soil properties
and mechanics together with coverage of field practices and basic engineering
procedure. PRINCIPLES OF GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING contains more figures
and worked out problems than any other text on the market and provides the
background information needed to support study in later design-oriented courses
or in professional practice. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Principles of Environmental Engineering & Science
Pavement Engineering will cover the entire range of pavement construction, from
soil preparation to structural design and life-cycle costing and analysis. It will link
the concepts of mix and structural design, while also placing emphasis on
pavement evaluation and rehabilitation techniques. State-of-the-art content will
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introduce the latest concepts and techniques, including ground-penetrating radar
and seismic testing. This new edition will be fully updated, and add a new chapter
on systems approaches to pavement engineering, with an emphasis on
sustainability, as well as all new downloadable models and simulations.

Geotechnical Engineering Handbook
Now Eurocode compliant – in line with the compulsory new design codes brought in
across the EU and increasingly adopted worldwide. In Soil Mechanics, Barnes
clearly sets out the principles of soil behaviour and shows how engineers have
applied these solutions in practice, making this an accessible, highly readable and
yet comprehensive textbook for core courses in civil and ground engineering, and
a handy resource book for practitioners. This fully revised third edition: ■ is now
Eurocode compliant, with a new chapter on the geotechnical Eurocodes ■ features
worked examples incorporating the Eurocode limit state design principles, allowing
readers to use the new codes confidently ■ includes a range of case studies that
demonstrate key problems and how engineers have tackled them ■ uses clear
diagrams throughout to illustrate key aspects of soil mechanics and photographs
to enhance understanding The solutions manual can be found at
www.Palgrave.com/engineering/barnes/solutions
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Reinforced Soil Engineering
Intended for undergraduate/graduate-level foundation engineering courses. This
book emphasizes a thorough understanding of concepts and terms before
proceeding with analysis and design, and integrates the principles of foundation
engineering with their application to practical design problems.

Encyclopaedia of Geotechnical Engineering
Engineering for Sustainable Communities: Principles and Practices defines and
outlines sustainable engineering methods for real-world engineering projects.

Fundamentals of Structural Analysis
The latest 4th edition of the international standard on the principles of reliability
for load bearing structures (ISO2394:2015) includes a new Annex D dedicated to
the reliability of geotechnical structures. The emphasis in Annex D is to identify
and characterize critical elements of the geotechnical reliability-based design
process. This book contains a wealth of data and information to assist geotechnical
engineers with the implementation of semi-probabilistic or full probabilistic design
approaches within the context of established geotechnical knowledge, principles,
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and experience. The introduction to the book presents an overview on how
reliability can play a complementary role within prevailing norms in geotechnical
practice to address situations where some measured data and/or past experience
exist for limited site-specifi c data to be supplemented by both objective regional
data and subjective judgment derived from comparable sites elsewhere. The
principles of reliability as presented in ISO2394:2015 provides the common basis
for harmonization of structural and geotechnical design. The balance of the
chapters describes the uncertainty representation of geotechnical design
parameters, the statistical characterization of multivariate geotechnical data and
model factors, semi-probabilistic and direct probability-based design methods in
accordance to the outline of Annex D. This book elaborates and reinforces the goal
of Annex D to advance geotechnical reliability-based design with geotechnical
needs at the forefront while complying with the general principles of reliability
given by ISO2394:2015. It serves as a supplementary reference to Annex D and it
is a must-read for designing geotechnical structures in compliance with
ISO2394:2015.

Reliability of Geotechnical Structures in ISO2394
This one-of-a-kind reference evaluates the efficacy, stability, and strength of
various soil walls, slopes, and structures enhanced by geosynthetic materials.
Offering stimulating contributions from more than 50 leading specialists in the
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field, Reinforced Soil Engineering compiles recent innovations in design layout,
controlled construction, and g

Introduction to Geotechnical Engineering
Prepared byØtheØTask Committee of the Urban Water Resources Research Council
of ASCE. Copublished by ASCE and the Water Environment Federation. Design and
Construction of Urban Stormwater Management Systems presents a
comprehensive examination of the issues involved in engineering urban
stormwater systems. This Manual?which updates relevant portions of Design and
Construction of Sanitary and Storm Sewers, MOP 37?reflects the many changes
taking place in the field, such as the use of microcomputers and the need to
control the quality of runoff as well as the quantity. Chapters are prepared by
authors with experience and expertise in the particular subject area. The Manual
aids the practicing engineer by presenting a brief summary of currently accepted
procedures relating to the following areas: financial services; regulations;Ø surveys
and investigations;Ø design concepts and master planning;Ø hydrology and water
quality;Ø storm drainage hydraulics; andØ computer modeling.

Reliability-Based Design in Geotechnical Engineering
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Intended as an introductory text in soil mechanics, the eighth edition of Das,
PRINCIPLES OF GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING offers an overview of soil properties
and mechanics together with coverage of field practices and basic engineering
procedure. Background information needed to support study in later designoriented courses or in professional practice is provided through a wealth of
comprehensive discussions, detailed explanations, and more figures and worked
out problems than any other text in the market. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Principles of Geotechnical Engineering, SI Edition
Geotechnical Engineering, Second Edition
This book is based on class notes for a course in the MS program in Systems
Engineering at Johns Hopkins University. The program was a cooperative effort
between senior systems engineers from the Johns Hopkins University Applied
Physics Laboratory and the Westinghouse Electric Company. The authors were part
of the curriculum design team as well as members of the faculty.
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Principles of Geotechnical Engineering
The Geotechnical Engineering Handbook brings together essential information
related to the evaluation of engineering properties of soils, design of foundations
such as spread footings, mat foundations, piles, and drilled shafts, and
fundamental principles of analyzing the stability of slopes and embankments,
retaining walls, and other earth-retaining structures. The Handbook also covers soil
dynamics and foundation vibration to analyze the behavior of foundations
subjected to cyclic vertical, sliding and rocking excitations and topics addressed in
some detail include: environmental geotechnology and foundations for railroad
beds.

Foundation Engineering: Geotechnical Principles and Practical
Applications
Geotechnical Engineering: Principles and Practices, 2/e, is ideal or junior-level soil
mechanics or introductory geotechnical engineering courses. This introductory
geotechnical engineering textbook explores both the principles of soil mechanics
and their application to engineering practice. It offers a rigorous, yet accessible
and easy-to-read approach, as well as technical depth and an emphasis on
understanding the physical basis for soil behavior. The second edition has been
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revised to include updated content and many new problems and exercises, as well
as to reflect feedback from reviewers and the authors' own experiences.

Rock Engineering
GSP 180 honors Dr. John H. Schmertmann for his contributions to civil engineering
and includes 17 papers by him as well as 28 invited papers on related geotechnical
subjects.

Soil Mechanics Fundamentals and Applications
How Does Soil Behave and Why Does It Behave That Way?Soil Mechanics
Fundamentals and Applications, Second Edition effectively explores the nature of
soil, explains the principles of soil mechanics, and examines soil as an engineering
material. This latest edition includes all the fundamental concepts of soil
mechanics, as well as an introduction to

Principles of Geotechnical Engineering
This book teaches readers ground engineering principles and related mining and
risk management practices associated with underground coal mining. It establishes
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the basic elements of risk management and the fundamental principles of ground
behaviour and then applies these to the essential building blocks of any
underground coal mining system, comprising excavations, pillars, and interactions
between workings. Readers will also learn about types of ground support and
reinforcement systems and their operating mechanisms. These elements provide
the platform whereby the principles can be applied to mining practice and risk
management, directed primarily to bord and pillar mining, pillar extraction,
longwall mining, sub-surface and surface subsidence, and operational hazards. The
text concludes by presenting the framework of risk-based ground control
management systems for achieving safe workplaces and efficient mining
operations. In addition, a comprehensive reference list provides additional sources
of information on the subject. Throughout, a large variety of examples show good
and bad mining situations in order to demonstrate the application, or absence, of
the established principles in practice. Written by an expert in underground coal
mining and risk management, this book will help students and practitioners gain a
deep understanding of the basic principles behind designing and conducting
mining operations that are safe, efficient, and economically viable. Provides a
comprehensive coverage of ground engineering principles within a risk
management framework Features a large variety of examples that show good and
poor mining situations in order to demonstrate the application of the established
principles in practice Ideal for students and practitioners About the author Emeritus
Professor Jim Galvin has a relatively unique combination of industrial, research and
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academic experience in the mining industry that spans specialist research and
applied knowledge in ground engineering, mine management and risk
management. His career encompasses directing ground engineering research
groups in South Africa and Australia; practical mining experience, including active
participation in the mines rescue service and responsibility for the design,
operation, and management of large underground coal mines and for the
consequences of loss of ground control as a mine manager; appointments as
Professor and Head of the School of Mining Engineering at the University of New
South Wales; and safety advisor to a number of Boards of Directors of
organisations associated with mining. Awards Winner of the ACARP Excellence
Research Award 2016. The Australian Coal Industry's Research Program selects
recipients to receive ACARP Research and Industry Excellence Awards every two
years. The recipients are selected on the recommendation of technical
committees. They are honored for achievement of a considerable advance in an
area of importance to the Australian coal mining industry. An important criterion is
the likelihood of the results from the project being applied in mines. Winner of the
Merv Harris Award from the Mine Managers Association of Australia. The Merv
Harris Award is named for Merv Harris who donated money to be invested for a
continuing award in 1988. With the award, the Mine Managers Association of
Australia honors members of the Association who demonstrate technical
achievement in the Australian Coal Mining Industry. The first award was granted in
1990, since then, only two people have received this honor. The book has received
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the following awards. AGS (Australian Geomechanics Society) congratulates Dr
Galvin for these awards

Foundation Design
Great strides have been made in the art of foundation design during the last two
decades. In situ testing, site improvement techniques, the use of geogrids in the
design of retaining walls, modified ACI codes, and ground deformation modeling
using finite elements are but a few of the developments that have significantly
advanced foundation engineering in recent years. What has been lacking, however,
is a comprehensive reference for foundation engineers that incorporates these
state-of-the-art concepts and techniques. The Foundation Engineering Handbook
fills that void. It presents both classical and state-of-the-art design and analysis
techniques for earthen structures, and covers basic soil mechanics and soil and
groundwater modeling concepts along with the latest research results. It addresses
isolated and shallow footings, retaining structures, and modern methods of pile
construction monitoring, as well as stability analysis and ground improvement
methods. The handbook also covers reliability-based design and LRFD (Load
Resistance Factor Design)-concepts not addressed in most foundation engineering
texts. Easy-to-follow numerical design examples illustrate each technique. Along
with its unique, comprehensive coverage, the clear, concise discussions and logical
organization of The Foundation Engineering Handbook make it the one quick
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reference every practitioner and student in the field needs.

Systems Engineering: Principles And Practice
Principles of Environmental Engineeringis intended for a course in introductory
environmental engineering for sophomore- or junior-level students. This text
provides a background in fundamental science and engineering principles of
environmental engineering for students who may or may not become
environmental engineers. Principles places more emphasis on scientific principles,
ethics, and safety, and focuses less on engineering design. The text exposes
students to a broad range of environmental topicsËincluding risk management,
water quality an treatment, air pollution, hazardous waste, solid waste, and
ionizing radiation as well as discussion of relevant regulations and practices. The
book also uses mass and energy balance as a tool for understanding
environmental processes and solving environmental engineering problems. This
new edition includes an optional chapter on Biology as well as a thorough updating
of environmental standards and a discussion of how those standards are created.

Engineering for Sustainable Communities
Master the Latest Developments in Soil Testing and New Applications of
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Geotechnical Engineering Geotechnical Engineering: Principles and Practices offers
students and practicing engineers a concise, easy-to-understand approach to the
principles and methods of soil and geotechnical engineering. This updated classic
builds from basic principles of soil mechanics and applies them to new topics,
including mechanically stabilized earth (MSE), and intermediate foundations. This
Fifth Edition features: Over 400 detailed illustrations and photographs Unique
background material on the geological, pedological, and mineralogical aspects of
soils with emphasis on clay mineralogy, soil structure, and expansive and
collapsible soils. New coverage of mechanically stabilized earth (MSE);
intermediate foundations; in-situ soil testing: statistical analysis of data; “FORE,” a
scientific method for analyzing settlement; writing the geotechnical report; and the
geotechnical engineer as a sleuth and expert witness. Get Quick Access to Every
Soil and Geotechnical Engineering Topic • Igneous Rocks as Ultimate Sources for
Soils • The Soil Profile • Soil Minerals • Particle Size and Gradation • Soil Fabric and
Soil Structure • Soil Density and Unit Weight • Soil Water • Soil Consistency and
Engineering Classification • Compaction • Seepage • Stress Distribution •
Settlement • Shear Strength • Lateral Stress and Retaining Walls • MSE Walls and
Soil Nailing • Slope Stability, Landslides, Embankments, and Earth Dams • Bearing
Capacity of Shallow Foundations • Deep Foundations • Intermediate Foundations •
Loads on Pipes • In-Situ Testing • Introduction to Soil Dynamics • The Geotechnical
Report
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Numerical Modelling of Discrete Materials in Geotechnical
Engineering, Civil Engineering and Earth Sciences
Helps candidates who are preparing for the Principles and Practice of Engineering
examination in architectural engineering. This book specifies the exam content
area for subjects that were identified for architectural engineering. It provides
information used by permission of the National Council of Examiners for
Engineering and Surveying (NCEES).

From Research to Practice in Geotechnical Engineering
A practical guide to the principles of rock mechanics and their relevance and
application to rock engineering in a form which is rapidly assimilable and easily
accessible to civil and geotechnical engineers. No bibliography. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

Principles of Applied Civil Engineering Design
With activity in the engineering of offshore structures increasing around the world,
this title offers an introduction to many of the core design and assessment skills
required of those working in the sector, in accordance with the latest codes and
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standards.

Geotechnical Engineer's Portable Handbook
One-volume library of instant geotechnical and foundation data Now for the first
time ever, geotechnical, foundation, and civil engineersgeologistsarchitects,
planners, and construction managers can quickly find information they must refer
to every working day, in one compact source. Edited by Robert W. Day, the time
-and effort-saving Geotechnical Engineer's Portable Handbook gives you field
exploration guidelines and lab procedures. You'll find soil and rock classification,
basic phase relationships, and all the tables and charts you need for stress
distribution, pavement, and pipeline design. You also get abundant information on
all types of geotechnical analyses, including settlement, bearing capacity,
expansive soil, slope stability - plus coverage of retaining walls and building
foundations. Other construction-related topics covered include grading,
instrumentation, excavation, underpinning, groundwater control and more.

Engineering Rock Mechanics
Ying-Kit Choi walks engineers through standard practices, basic principles, and
design philosophy needed to prepare quality design and construction documents
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for a successful infrastructure project.

Rock Mechanics Principles in Engineering Practice
Petroleum Engineering
In this fully up-to-date volume, important new developments and applications of
discrete element modelling are highlighted and brought together for presentation
at the First International UDEC/3DEC Symposium. Papers covered the following key
areas: * behaviour of masonry structures (walls, bridges, towers, columns) *
stability and deformation of tunnels and caverns in fractured rock masses *
geomechanical modelling for mining and waste repositories * rock reinforcement
design (anchors, shotcrete, bolts) * mechanical and hydro-mechanical behaviour of
dams and foundations * rock slope stability, deformation and failure mechanisms *
modelling of fundamental rock mechanical problems * modelling of geological
processes * constitutive laws for fractured rock masses and masonry structures *
dynamic behaviour of discrete structures. Numerical Modelling of Discrete
Materials in Geotechnical Engineering, Civil Engineering, and Earth Sciences
provides an ultra-modern, in-depth analysis of discrete element modelling in a
range of different fields, thus proving valuable reading for civil, mining, and
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geotechnical engineers, as well as other interested professionals.

Geotechnical Engineering Calculations and Rules of Thumb
FUNDAMENTALS OF GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING, 5E offers a powerful
combination of essential components from Braja Das' market-leading books:
PRINCIPLES OF GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING and PRINCIPLES OF FOUNDATION
ENGINEERING in one cohesive book. This unique, concise geotechnical engineering
book focuses on the fundamental concepts of both soil mechanics and foundation
engineering without the distraction of excessive details or cumbersome
alternatives. A wealth of worked-out, step-by-step examples and valuable figures
help readers master key concepts and strengthen essential problem solving skills.
Prestigious authors Das and Sivakugan maintain the careful balance of today's
most current research and practical field applications in a proven approach that
has made Das' books leaders in the field. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Geotechnical Engineering
Written in a concise, easy-to understand manner, INTRODUCTION TO
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GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING, 2e, presents intensive research and observation in
the field and lab that have improved the science of foundation design. Now
providing both U.S. and SI units, this non-calculus-based text is designed for
courses in civil engineering technology programs where soil mechanics and
foundation engineering are combined into one course. It is also a useful reference
tool for civil engineering practitioners. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
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